SLSS 1000 Connections Conference

Schedule

8:00 to 8:30 – Breakfast (CB 511 - Oquirrh Mountain South)

• **Meet, Plan, Eat** – UVU Mentors sit with assigned instructors. Share contact information, schedules, and goals for the semester.

8:30 to 8:55 – Overview (CB 511 - Oquirrh Mountain South)

• **SLSS 1000 Business Items** [e.g. semester checklist, sample syllabi, overview of new text (On Course), introduce breakout sessions, etc.]

9:00 to 10:30 – Breakout Sessions - There will be six 25-minute sessions offered on a repeating basis. Choose three (out of six) topics to attend.

  Session 1: 9:00 to 9:25
  Session 2: 9:30 to 9:55
  Session 3: 10:00 to 10:25

Breakout Sessions by Topic:

1) **Mentor & Instructor Relationships** – UVU Mentors - Brennan, Camron, Kelsea, Naomi, Taylor (CB 511)
2) **The Boys in the Boat (FYE Common Read) & On Course** - Marcy and Martha (CB 404)
3) **MindTap (Interactive Learning System) & On Course** - Cara (CB 513)
4) **On Course: Personal Responsibility & The "Wise Choice Process"** - Marinda (CB 415)
5) **On Course: The "Inner Critic" - Overcoming Self-Judgement and Self-Criticism** - Cynthia (CB 414)
6) **On Course: The "Silent Socratic Dialogue" & "Guided Pair Conversation"** - Ben (CB 417)

10:30 to 11:00 – Wrap up and Integration (CB 511)

• Instructors and UVU Mentors meet again to work to recap learning and coordinate the semester.